
Founded in 2020, the Queer Indonesia Archive (QIA) is a volunteer run, Indonesia based
digital archiving project committed to the collection, preservation and celebration of
material reflecting the lives and experiences of queer Indonesia.

In 2021 QIA developed an exhibition exploring the queer communities’ response to HIV,
with a focus on community organising in the 80s, 90s and 2000s. Like many parts of the
world, the HIV epidemic and the subsequent community response is unable to be
seperated from the histories of trans women, gay men or bisexual men. In Indonesia
these broad communities continue to bear a disproportionate burden of HIV infections,
HIV related deaths and HIV stigma.

Utilising our archival approach we have built an accessible collection of digital objects to
promote cross generational engagement, build community capacity and promote
community memory of the HIV response.

The History Of The HIV Response In Indonesia Is Vulnerable
To Being Lost

Digital Community Archives Can Offer An Accessible And
Low Cost Solution To Preserving The Community Memory
Of The HIV Response

The online exhibition has seen over 4000
viewers and generated significant media
interest from both domestic and
international media. 

Materials collected from the exhibition
research and material collection were
then incorporated into the wider archive
collection, which is hosted either online
on our public wordpress website or listed
on our notion based catalogue. 

After the launch of the exhibition several
events were also held inviting community
members from multiple generations to
respond to archival materials.
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QIA uses queer as a broad and inclusive umbrellaterm to indicate our interest in objects that reflectthe experience of all diverse sexualities, gendersand gender expressions deemed non normative bycurrent dominant heteronormative discourses inIndonesia. The term does not adequately captureeither the gender or sexual diversity that existsacross Indonesia, nor the role this diversity hasplayed in the numerous cultures across thearchipelago. 

We hope the archive will support furtherexploration and interrogation of the use of bothqueer, and LGBTIQA+ as terminology for ourcommunities, and allow some insight into thecreative and expansive use of language andidentity markers throughout our communities andour history.

Digital technologies now allow for low cost preservation of historical materials. 

Community Archive collections provide greater accessibility and engagement with the
histories that these materials speak to. 

Through community led curatorship, archival collections are able to promote cross
generational HIV knowledge and build community capacity.
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Building a narrative of community response  allows communities to reflect on long term
successes. 

With over 40 years of history of community responses to the HIV epidemic, it is now more
important than ever to preserve community histories.
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The history of shifting international funding sources brings significant
challenges in collecting and mapping the history of the response. The
material history of HIV programs can be lost with a major transition of donor
sources. This is excerbated by the decreasing funding availible to
community lead HIV organisation. 

Throughout this process we identified significant vulnerabilities of the material
history and community memory of the community response to HIV in Indonesia. 

Little research or documentation of the community led response in
Indonesia is available. Key memory institutions in Indonesia are under-
resourced and increasingly hostile to collecting LGBTIQA+ materials and
community histories.

The aging population of the first community responders to HIV brings high
risk of losing key personal accounts of the community response. High HIV
related stigma and high rates of death from HIV contribute to the increasing
fragility of this community history and community memory.
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